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GIO-TTO
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A World-famous Tower )

.

A SHEPHERD BOY Who Became a GREAT ARTIST
The Story of Giotto di B ortdo11e, whose Sketching of Sheep with a Pointed Stone
was the Starti1~g-poi11t of a Wonderful Career
An encha.n t- called him to ·Rome; ordering a series of
ing bell-tower of variegated mar blQ piercing mosaics and paintings. These Giotto so beauthe skies of Florence with r estrained ethereal tifully executed that soon dukes, princes, and
grace, its surface adorned with beautifully kings competed for his servjces.
pointed windows, slender columns, exquisite
Giotto's life was crowded with work. The
statues · and reliefs--this is the world-famous great poet Dante was his friend and helped him
" campanile " of Giotto di Bondone, the great choose subjects for many of his paintings. In
I t.aHan artist who stood
the Palace of the PoGIOTTO'S
DEPARTURE
FOR
FLORENCE
desta at Florence is a
at the dawn of the R e•
series of Biblical scenes
na1ssance.
painted by Giotto, and
It is impossible to
over-estimate the
among the bystanders
he gives us portraits of
beauty of this square
tower of red, black, and
Dante and Brunetto
Latini, Dante's
white marble, rising in
teacher. For centuries
five stories over 27 5
feet all of it G·iotto's
whitewash over 1aid
these frescoes, but in
design, and part of jt
1841 fragments were
(such as the first course
recovered and freely
of sculptured medalIn the 38
" restored."
lions, a wonderful series
.
masterly paintings of
representing primitive
·arts and industries)
the Life of Christ and
the Virgin, of the Last
actually the work of hiA
own hand. No wonder
Judgment, and other
Biblical scenes which
a Florentine's expreGGiotto executed for the
sion for perfect beauty
runs, '' as beautiful as
Arena Chapel in Padua,
he reached the supreme
Giotto's tower ! "
height of his genius.
But it is as a painter
Giotto's frescoes inand not as a sculptor or
deed are found in alarchitect that Giotto js,
most all large Italian
perhaps, best known in
the world. Born in
cities, some of the most
Vespignano, a fe·w· miles
superb being those in
the Church of Santa
north of Florence, he
Croce, Florence.
early showed his arGiotto's last years
tistic ability. The story •': : -.-; .,,. ,.
were spent in Florence
is told that Cimabue,
as chief architect of
" the father of painting,'' discovered him,
the Florentine Cathedral, and in working
as a b_o y of 12, drawing
on his campanile, both
one of his father's sheep
of which were left un ..
on the ground with a
pointed stone, and, at- When Cimabue, the king of Italian painters, saw the clever finished at his death
t t d b h. t 1 t sketches of the shepherd boy Giotto, he took him as a puptl to in 1337. He was buried
rac e
Y IS a en '
Florence, the shepherds giving him a triumphant send-off.
in the cathedral with
made him his protege
·
and pupil. Soon he began to adorn church great honours. The story of Giotto will live
walls with wonderful ' ' ~frescoes '' of saints and for ever, a glorious romance in the sphere
Biblical characters painted on the fresh-laid of art, illustrating in a striking way how genius
plaster pictures that in those days served as is a thing altogether apart from wealth or
a people's Bible. His earliest works are at education.
Over a century ]at.er Lorenzo de' Medici erected
Assisi; the birthplace of St. Francis, in whose
church he painted some scenes in the life of a fine monument to him with an epitaph which
that most lovable of saints. Later the Pope truthfully says : " Lo, I am Giotto what need
• see information
For ang subJect not found in its alDhabetical ·Dlace
lOTTO (got'to) (1287 1- 1337).
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